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What makes a
good pitch?
Where do you
start?

From personal experience and observation of other authors I can tell you
that sitting behind a table full of books and just telling people to read the back
of the book will not sell any books.
For every author the most effective way to sell a book is to speak
directly to their potential readers. Since we authors are generally introverts this
is often outside of our comfort zone.
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What Makes a Good Pitch?
1. A pitch for Publishers and Agents
• Needs a great ‘hook’
• Needs to be about 3 paragraphs in length

2. An ‘elevator pitch’ for readers
• One sentence with a great ‘hook’

3. A pitch for readers
• 1 to 2 minutes long
• Get your reader’s attention without revealing too much

The best way to sell your book is to develop a good pitch – actually, you
will need several pitches. You need a pitch for publishers and agents which is
different from the pitch for readers. When submitting a query letter go to the
publisher or agent’s submission page and find out exactly what they want in
your query and in what order.
The ‘hook’ is what makes your book stand out, what makes it
interesting. For readers you need a short – one minute – pitch and you need a
longer pitch for those who have more time to listen. But where do you start?
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Where to start: your synopsis

You need to start with your synopsis. Most authors find writing the synopsis
more daunting than writing or editing the actual book, yet it is necessary.
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Synopsis the Easy Way
An author needs more than 1
synopsis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed chapter by chapter
3 Page
1 Page
3 Paragraphs
1 Paragraphs
3 Sentences
1 Sentence

A pitch is a bit like a synopsis. I know most authors dread developing a
synopsis, but if you do it right it’s not hard at all. Start by summarizing each
chapter in order. You’ll find that it soon gets very easy to boil down the
chapters into a paragraph or two each. Next take that and reduce it down to 3
pages, then 1 page. Take it down to 3 paragraphs – this will be your pitch for
publishers or agents. By the time you get it down to 1 sentence you will have
what you need for the back of the book description, a query letter and most
importantly your sales pitch.
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What makes a good pitch?
Introduces your main character/characters
Keep it to one or two characters
Non-fiction: what is the main
subject of the book?
Introduces the main conflict
The reader needs to be able to care
about the protagonist winning
Non-fiction: what problem will the
book help the reader solve?
Has a good hook
Leave them with a cliffhanger
What makes the book unique?
Leaves the reader wanting more
They’ll either buy or want to know
where they can buy it later.

Your goal is to develop a pitch that introduces the main character or characters
and the main conflict. You want to leave them wanting more information.
Ideally your pitch should strike a sympathetic chord that will bring a reader
back even if they’ve walked away. You need to memorize your pitch so that if
someone asks what the book is about you can give your pitch without
hesitation. If you ask my husband, he will tell you that sometimes I say my
pitches in my sleep. As you practice your pitch it might change a little and
that’s alright.
Have a website so readers can go there to buy your books or links to where
they can buy your eBooks. Find a web host that has websites that are easy to
set up and change. I do recommend avoiding website hosts that hide their
pricing. Some will even provide a custom URL for free or a small annual fee.
Put your website on your bookmarks.
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How to Pitch
Properly
• Presentation is
important
• Dress appropriately:
What is your genre?
• Make eye contact
• Stand up
• Carry bookmarks or
business cards

Presentation is important. It doesn’t hurt to dress up a bit to attract your
readers. Since my books are medieval themed fantasy I usually dress in a
medieval costume when I do events or book signings.
If you wrote a business book, dress up in a suit or at least business casual.
Athletic themed book? Wear a warmup jacket. Your appearance should be
consistent with your book’s theme. Make eye contact when giving your pitch.
This has been a hard one for me, but it does work. Watching their face can tell
you if they’re interested of if you’ve ‘lost’ them. Always have bookmarks
handy. Give them to anyone who wants one. I’ll hand a bookmark to a 2 year
old because I know they are going to immediately show their parents who
might wind up wanting to read my books.
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Where to Pitch Your Book: Anywhere!

Always be ready to pitch your book. Some places are better than others, but
never turn down an opportunity to give your pitch or hand out a bookmark.
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Events

I like doing events with inexpensive booths like farmers markets, renaissance
fairs, and small boutique shows. Farmers markets are great, but you may not
want to do the same market every week.
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Booth Setups
Traditional Booth

Alternate Setup

Set up your booth to invite people in. A table across the front with books
on it might make sense, but the table creates a barrier. Put the table along the
back or side of the booth. Sit on a stool rather than a chair. This puts you closer
to eye level and it is easier to stand up from a stool than a chair. You can find
inexpensive folding stools at places like WalMart. Get banners to hang in your
booth. Put your pitches on the banners. Some people will prefer to stand at a
distance and read the pitch rather than go right up to you. Invite people into the
shade.
I often partner up with another author. If the people aren’t interested in
my books, they might like his and vice versa. Sometimes they buy books from
both of us.
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Making an Attractive Booth
Set an attractive table
Bring a couple of decorative
items that will interest your
readers
Have a book rack or small
easel to stand a book up on
Protect your inventory in
plastic bins
Bring plenty of bookmarks to
hand out
Have extra pens
Be prepared to take payments
in both cash and credit card.

Some of what I have learned from doing events is you need to have a
welcoming space that will interest your potential readers. It’s hard to pitch to
people that don’t stop to look at your booth. These are a few of the essentials
that I bring when I do an event. With outdoor events you need to be prepared
for inclement weather. I have my books shrink wrapped in plastic to protect
them, but kitchen plastic wrap and tape are better than nothing. Plastic storage
bins are a good investment to keep books dry and clean. They also look
professional. Do not turn away readers with credit cards to find an ATM. I like
using Square because you can get set up in minutes as an individual and not
have to pay a monthly service fee. Their app has nice features as well.
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Book Signings

Some bookstores will do author events and signings. Some will order in your
books while others will have you bring your own stock. I have my books
returnable with delivery so if a bookstore over-orders I get the returns for my
own stock. Once you’ve done a few signings you’ll have a feel for how many
they should order in. Don’t be disappointed if you don’t sell any books because
you are practicing your pitch. Also the people you have pitched to might later
decide to buy your book.
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Setting up for a book signing

Here is an example of a small table set up for a book signing. At least one copy
of each book should be standing up. You can see I have several pens in a cup
with my Celtic dragon logo on it. I have bookmarks in a holder and easy for
people to take. I have some cups with my characters on them for people to
purchase, but if they buy a set of books I give them a cup. My publisher for
Dracona’s Rebirth sent some buttons with the graphics on them to hand out.
My tablecloth doubles as a sign and I have set my stool up next to the table
instead of behind it. You don’t have to be this fancy, but a little goes a long
way. The backdrop is I’m using is simply a flat sheet which I sometimes use as
a tablecloth. The two book racks were found at a yard sale. We found our large
stand up book rack in the classified ads for $15. Even a table runner will dress
up a plain table and attract customers. Don’t be afraid to try a new approach. I
put my web address in my vehicle’s back windows along with my Celtic
dragon and the words “Medieval Fractured Fairy Tales” I’ve had people
contact me through my website saying they saw my vehicle. I also have tee
shirts with my advertising on them. I’ve handed out bookmarks in the grocery
store before. Once you have your pitch you will always be ready to sell your
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books.
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